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Availability: 

Results: 

Further development: 

Table 1.  Example Transcript Model.   
A text file is required for creating the junction 
reference.  Top (of dashed line): one line based on 
Ensembl which can be generated for your genome 
version of interest from BioMart.  Bottom: Custom 
model can be based on a combination of RefSeq, 
Ensembl and UCFC known genes or novel exons.  
There is one line per exon for all transcripts.   

Table 3.  Comparison to other methods.  SNV results from alignments using this 
method have been compared to other methods (Trapnell et. al., Wu et. al.)  and 
match or exceed concordance to dbSNP.  In the case of the 100bp read length 
alignment, while concordances are fairly similar, the JAGuaR respositioned 
alignment file resulted in more concordant SNVs. 

Currently the reference and format required for 
TCGA is being implemented.  Another important 
parameter especially in the context of clinical 
sequencing is the length of time repositioning takes.  
We are testing and looking at ways of improving this 
metric.  JAGuaR meets the standards, guidelines and 
best practices for RNA-Seq as set by the ENCODE 
Consortium (V1.0 – June 2011). 

Fig 3.  Comparison of exon-exon junction methods.  IGV (Robinson et. al) view comparing 75bp 
sequence alignments to a gene with an exon that is 50bp.  When the junction reference incorporates 
information from three exons in this case using JAGuaR, the read is cleanly aligned (a) as evident in the 
view and in the CIGAR string.  In a two exon junction model, even though the first part of the read covers 
19bp of the first exon, the remaining is still greater than the size of the adjoining 50bp exon shown here.  
The end can either be clipped, eliminating coverage information and possibly SNV evidence (b) or will 
have non-matching bases potentially resulting in a false SNV (c).  Alignments of 75bp reads to a JAGuaR 
built reference spanning an even smaller exon of 35bp (d) are split correctly across three exons. The read 
information for one read is shown out of a total of 1036 reads that have covered this location.  
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Fig 1.  Process Flow.   JAGuaR first requires the reference genome of 
interest and a transcript model (see Table 1 for format) in order to build 
the reference of the genome sequence and exon junctions.  This step is 
run once and is required for each length of sequence reads.  After reads 
are aligned to this reference with BWA (Li et. al.) resulting in a SAM file, 
JAGuar is used to convert the exon junction aligned reads to genome 
coordinates. 
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JAGuaR is a Python package for the alignment of sequence reads from whole 
transcriptome shotgun sequencing.  A transcriptome reference sequence is built 
based on a transcript model from Ensembl or other sources.  Reads of various sizes 
from 25mer to 100mers or higher can be accurately aligned to this reference using 
BWA and are split over as many exons as needed.  These are subsequently 
repositioned to genome coordinates.  This is a novel approach as compared to 
traditional alignment based methods of the aligning to a genome reference 
concatenated with exon-exon junction sequences (Fig 1).   
        As read lengths get longer, it becomes less feasible to align to a reference built 
from one exon-exon junction region.  If a read has a length that is greater than the 
size of an exon, it is not possible to create a unique exon-exon junction sequence.  
Typically, clipping of a sequence read that aligns to this location is required, resulting 
in less accurate coverage calculations and potentially less reads to contribute to 
SNVs and indels (Fig 2 and 3).  JAGuaR provides a reference built on as many exon-
exon junctions that are required.  This provides the context for a read to completely 
cover the exons that are smaller than the read length and split into two other exons, 
one on each end. 

Fig 2.  Exon Size Distribution (hg18).  If an exon is shorter than 
the length of the sequence read, it is impossible to create a 
unique junction reference of two exon junctions and therefore 
less reads align unambiguously.  As read lengths get larger, this 
becomes more of an issue.  There are over 85,000 exons that 
are smaller than 100bp.  In these cases, a junction reference 
that is built to span exons less than the size of the read length, 
results in more accurate alignments. 
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